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maximum plasma concentration see Cmax
(maximum plasma concentration)
maximum rate of urea synthesis (MRUS),
ANCOVA approach 212, 212–213
maximum recommended starting dose
(MRSD) 139
biologics 140
maximum repeatable dose (MRD) 53
maximum safe starting dose,
first-in-human trials 102
maximum tolerated dose (MTD) 52, 53
cancer drugs 271, 279, 280
carcinogenicity studies 57
first-in-human trials 103
maximum well-tolerated dose (MWTD)
103, 108
MCD-386 15
me-too compounds 521, 657
mean (arithmetic) 192, 194
calculation 194
definition 194
misuse 195
population 197
mean (harmonic) 195
measles, mumps and rubella (MMR) vaccine 255, 257
measurement, scales of 191–193
MedDRA see Medical Dictionary for
Regulatory Activities (MedDRA)
media
drug promotion see promotion
drug safety perceptions 528
median 194, 195
medical advisor, medical marketing
654
‘medical affairs’ 687
Medical Defence Union (MDU),
unlicensed medicines and
628–629
medical device(s)
anticounterfeiting strategy 605
Australian regulations 555, 584–585
classification 585, 586
conformity assessment 586
exclusions 586
harmonisation 586
IVDs and biologicals 586
regulatory requirements 586
definition 421–422
EU regulations see medical device(s),
EU regulation
US regulation (FDA) 474
medical device(s), EU regulation 337,
418–434
active devices 423, 424
advanced therapy medicinal products
431–432
adverse event reporting 432
CE marking 418, 424–425, 426, 428
manufacturer declaration 426
Central Management Committee
(CMC) 421
classification of devices 423–424
Class I 423, 424
Class IIa and IIb 423, 424, 430
Class III 423, 424, 430
criteria 423
clinical investigation 429–430
criteria for investigation 429
methodology 429–430
purpose 429
competent authorities 421
conformity assessment procedures
418, 424–425, 428, 429, 430, 431
custom-made devices 425–426
definition 421–422
Directives see Medical Devices
Directives (MDDs)
drug-device borderline 422
drug–device combinations 422–423
enforcement and sanctions 433–434
essential requirements 426–427
Field Safety Corrective Action 433
General Product Safety (GPS)
Directive 432–433
obligations on distributors 433
obligations on producers 432–433
harmonised standards 425
in vitro diagnostics 430–431
common technical specifications
(CTS) 431
invasive devices 423
law on specific devices 419–420
history of 419
manufacturer
definition 427–428
information supplied by 427
outside EEA 428
manufacturer supplied information
425, 427
marketing 419
new approach’ 419, 428
Medical Device Alerts 424
Medical Device Regulations 420
national law 420
non-invasive devices 423
notified body 421, 424
packaging 427
‘placing on the market’ 428–429
‘putting into service’ 428–429
recall 430
refurbished 429
registration 425
reprocessing 426
resolution of uncertainties 420–421
safeguard clause 433
single-use medical devices 426
systems and procedure packs 426
tissue engineered products 431–432
types of safeguard clause 433–434
vigilance, adverse events reporting 432
Medical Device Alerts 434
Medical Devices Agency (UK) 337
Medical Devices Directives (MDDs) 419,
421, 426
active implantable medical devices
(AIMDs) 419
design and construction requirements
426
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
Directive 420
general requirements 426
in vitro diagnostics (IVDs) 419
medical devices 419
purposes 420
review of and current proposals 419
Medical Devices Regulations 420
Medical Dictionary for Regulatory
Activities (MedDRA) 180, 242,
454, 515
Standardised Queries 242
electrical equipment, medical
devices, standards 425
medical information department see
information; promotion
medical marketing see marketing
Medical Protection Society (MPS),
unlicensed medicines and
628–629
medical records
data in source documents 163
storage 163
medical research see clinical trial(s)
Medical Research Council (MRC)
first RCT 144, 206
Salvarsan Committee 322
medical statistics see statistical analysis/
statistics
Medication Guide (MedGuide) 251
medicinal product(s)
authorisation 385
see also marketing authorisation
conditional approval 387
definition 363, 367
registration, simplified 403
Medicinal Products Law of 2001,
unlicensed products, special
needs 611
Medicine Equity and Drug Safety Act
(2000 US) 469–470
medicine price index 724
medicines
herbal see herbal medicine(s)
unlicensed see unlicensed medicine
supply, individual patient use
see also drug(s)
Medicines Act (1968 UK) 325–326
administration, DHSS Medicines
Division 326
control on NHS medicines 708
information and promotion and
670–671
Licensing Authority (LA) 326
Medicines Commission 326–327
Poisons Rules 327
Provisions 326
Sections 325–326, 327
unlicensed medicines in specified
circumstances 613–614
wholesale dealer’s licences 335
Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency (MHRA)
236–237, 337–341
advertising material
monitoring 672–673
vetting 672
advisory structure, 2005 338
complaint handling, 673
criticisms from Select Committee
338–339
facilities accreditation for first-in-
human studies 93
paediatric drug development 295–305
clinical trials 351–352, 353, 369, 438, 444–445
categories approvable 300
cost-effectiveness issues 298
difficulties 298
enrolment in multiple trials 299
ethical issues see ethical issues
ethics committees 353, 445
healthy volunteers exclusion 352
inducement 352–353
information from clinical trials 438, 445
inspections and audits 299
international trials 300
legal representation 352
need for 296–297
special populations (by age) 298, 301
studies deferred until after adult studies 302
developmental pharmacology, adults vs paediatric 297–298
pharmacodynamics 297, 298
pharmacokinetics 297–298
ethical issues see ethical issues
history and milestones 295–296
need for clinical studies in paediatrics 296–297
New Drug Application (NDA) (FDA) 487
number of medicines not studied 302
regulatory milestones 295–296
EU 296
US 295–296
regulatory requirements 301–303
EU 302
incentives 302
paediatric investigation plan see Paediatric Investigation Plan (PIP)
UK 302–303
US (mandatory requirements and reward) 301
testing of new drugs 491–492
US regulation statutes
Best Pharmaceuticals for Children Act (2002 US) 469–470
Pediatric Research Equity Act (2003 US) 470
Paediatric Investigation Plan (PIP) 301–302, 398–399, 441–442, 651
2008 marketing authorisation submission 440
aims/objectives 399, 438
application 398, 399, 401
content 439
compliance 441–442
contents 302, 399, 439
deferral of studies 302
description 301–302
legal and ethical issues 637
modifications 441
Opinion 438, 441
paediatric coordinator 441
Paediatric Use Regulation and 637
procedure 441
Request for Modification 441
rewards and incentives 442
Supplementary Protection Certificate (SPC) 442
time-frame 441
waiver 302, 398–399, 400, 438, 441
application 399–400
content 439
grounds for 440, 441
PDQC approval, role 439
paediatric population 369
parallel scientific advice from FDA and CHMP 402
physiology, special paediatric 436, 436–437
see also adolescents; children; neonates
paediatric Regulation (EU) 289, 296, 302, 435–445
administration of medicines 436
adverse drug reactions (ADRs) 365, 437
adverse events 437
aims/objectives 438–439
case study 435
changes applying to industry 439–440
clinical trials see paediatric drug development, clinical trials
deferrals 440
dosages 435
EU Database on Clinical Trials (EudraCT) 443
EU regulations 289, 296, 388
European Medicines Agency (EMA) role 442–444
Expert Advisory Committee (PDQC) 439
see also Paediatric Committee (PDQC)
gender differences 435
harmonisation 442
history 437
information on paediatric drugs 438
legal and ethical issues 637
long-term effects of medicines 437
methodology 437
marketing authorisation 440
medicines legislation 368–369
networks 443–444
expert 444
paediatric 444
paediatric research 444
new paediatric medicines regulation 438
off-label use 443
off-patent medicines 443
orphan diseases 437
paediatric drug research 438
paediatric provision 369, 400
Paediatric Use Marketing Authorisation (PUMA) 438, 442
paediatric waiver see under Paediatric Investigation Plan (PIP)
physiology, special paediatric 436, 436–437
PIPs see Paediatric Investigation Plan (PIP)
preterm and term infants 435, 437
stakeholders 443
sunset clause 388
suspected unexpected adverse reactions 365
urgent safety restrictions 414–415
Variations, post-approval, to marketing authorisations 404, 409
Paediatric Use Marketing Authorisation (PUMA) 302, 438, 442, 637, 651
application rate 442
legal and ethical issues relating to medicinal products 637
off-patent medicines 442, 443
Paediatric Use Regulation 1901/2006 637, 651
paediatric waiver see Paediatric Investigation Plan (PIP)
palliative therapy 270, 271
Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act (2006 US) 470
pandemic vaccines availability 407, 533
Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act (2006 US) 470‘panel screening’ 161
parallel trial design 149–150
advantages/disadvantages 149, 149
first-in-human trials 104, 104, 105
phase III trials 149, 150
randomisation after enrolment 150
parental consent 289, 291, 300
parenteral drug administration 34, 35
carcinogenicity studies 57
preclinical safety testing 68
parenteral formulations
advantages 34
depot-based 33
disadvantages/adverse effects 34
parenterals (injectables) 38
filtration 40
free from particulate matter 39
free from pyrogens 39
isotonicity 40
pH management 40–41
stabilisation 41
stability 41
vehicles for 40
see also sterile products
PARP 275
actions/functions 277
inhibition 277
particle size 33
oral solid dosage forms 37
particular patient see unlicensed medicine supply, individual patient use
particulates, in injectables 39
partnering solutions 308
partnerships 220
partition, postnatal effects of drugs 61
patent(s) 645, 646–647
application for 646–647
Australia, regulations 584–585
context of 520
counterfeiting 598
exclusions 646
expiry 466, 518, 732
extension, Australia 585
generic drugs 466
generic prescribing 721
Hatch–Waxman Act (1984 US) 466, 592
legal issues 592, 645, 646–647
life 504, 532, 666
litiigation 647
paediatric use 439, 442
pipeline patents 735
preparation 310
protection 309–310
Supplementary Protection Certificate (SPC) 438, 650
UK 646
US regulations 504
usage patent (indications) 368
patent attorneys 310
‘patent busting’ strategy, vardenafil 4
discovery 4
patentability, due diligence and 309–310
PATH Malaria Vaccine Initiative 741
general considerations 50
in vitro vs in vivo studies 50
influencing later development study design 221
for new chemical entity 86, 86
regulatory guidelines 50
secondary pharmacodynamic activity 87
supplementary studies 52
preclinical safety testing 36, 42–81, 87–88
administration routes see administration routes
animal numbers 76–78, 77
animal species used 43, 49, 52
animal testing see animal testing
for biologicals see in vitro
secondary pharmacodynamic activity
regulatory guidelines 50
animal testing
animal species used 43, 49, 52
animal numbers 76–78, 77
for biologicals
duration
dose escalation studies 52, 53
dose
damage/toxicity types 42
carcinogenicity studies see carcinogenicity studies
dose toxicity types 42
dose increase, low frequency adverse events 43
maximum repeatable (MRD) 53
maximum tolerated (MTD) 52, 53
range-finding (DRF) 53
single ascending (SAD) 53
see also repeat-dose studies (below)
dose
for 36
duration
administration routes and 68, 68
low frequency adverse events 43
maximum 53
non-rode studies 53
repeat-dose studies 49, 52, 53
effects of animal testing 44, 76–78, 77, 632–633
excipients 69
extrapolation to humans 43, 73
biologicals 74
difficulties/problems 67, 87–88
metabolites and 70
failure to predict human risk 43, 75
fixed-dose study 53
generic toxicity package generated 48, 48–49
genotoxicity see genotoxicity testing
ICH guidelines see International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH)
immunotoxicology see immunotoxicology
in vitro assays, as animal studies 66, 78
irritation/sensitisation testing 65–67
see also immunotoxicology
metabolites 69–70
national/international regulations 42–43
necrosis for? 78, 87
objectives 42, 87
‘omic’ technologies 43, 44–46
predictivity for human toxicity 43, 75
enhancing 46
rationalisation 78
recovery period 54, 55
regulatory control 44
repeat-dose studies 52–55
biologicals 74
control animals 54–55
daily dose (low/high dosage) 54
definitive toxicity studies 53–54, 52
for 53
duration 49, 52, 52
genotoxicity testing 62
maximum repeatable dose 53
minimum number of animals for 52
study interpretation 54–55
reproductive toxicology see reproductive toxicology
risk–benefit 47–49
scaling from animals to humans 43, 73
preparation 89
single-dose studies 50, 51, 52, 53
genotoxicity testing and 62
specialty areas 69–73
challenge stimuli, safety 88, 89
dependence potential 72–73
excipients 69
impurities and genotoxic impurities 71–72
liver toxicity 70–71
metabolites 69–70
see also animal testing
preclinical scientists 89
preclinical testing stage see preclinical testing safety
PREDICT – 1 Study 249
Predictive Safety Testing Consortium (PTSC) 46
preformation stage 36
pregnancy, thalidomide disaster see thalidomide disaster
pregnancy reports, pharmacovigilance 243
premarket approval, Biological Products Act (1902 US) 464
premarketing phase, adverse events and ADRs 241
premature trial termination, contractual arrangements 171–172
premium free medicine, Pharmaceutical Beneﬁts Scheme (PBS) 574
prescribing
generic, NHS market 721
GP fundholding 719
indicative prescribing scheme 719
off-label see off-label prescribing;
unlicensed medicine supply
physician 491–492, 708
UK 708
prescription charges, NHS 709–711
from April 2012 710–711
exemptions 710
Scotland, and Wales 710
Prescription Drug Marketing Act (1987 US) 466
anticounterfeiting strategy 607
Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA, 2002) 467, 471, 483, 486
prescription drugs 395, 474, 594–595
advertising 643, 670, 681
application data for use without prescription 396
Australia 555
categorisation 477, 643
change in classiﬁcation see under EU Procedures
costs 527
criteria 396
drugs no longer available in UK 708
Durham–Humphrey Amendment (1951 US) 464
expenditures 521
Australia 560
NHS 658, 658, 659, 709
see also drug(s), expenditure
GP prescribing 708
internet advertising 681
investigative new drug (IND) 480–482
legal status 397
medical marketing 663
NDA 478, 480, 482–484
NHS see National Health Service (NHS)
no NDA 479–480
Prescription Drug Marketing Act (1987 US) 466
Prescription Drug User Fee Act (1992 US) 467
promotion see promotion
registration with TGA, Australia 565
registration in Australia 556–561
registration in Japan see Japan
registration in UK see UK drug regulations
registration in US 477–493
see also drug regulations; Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
switch to OTC drug class 594–595, 720
US (FDA) 474–475
UK, dispensing 708
see also prescription only medicines (POM) class
prescription event monitoring 330
prescription only medicines (POM) class 326–327, 720
see also prescription drugs
‘presumed will’ 352
see also consent
preterm infants 436, 436, 437
price premium, National Health Insurance (NHI) 546
pricing (of drugs)
Australian regulations 574, 575
see also under Australia, regulation of therapeutic products
biosimilars 749
EU wholesale 416–417
France 227–228
harmonisation 416
imports and 490
Japan, NHI 546
Memorandum of Understanding 2010 576
Pharmaceutical Beneﬁts Pricing Authority (PBPA) 559, 560
phase III trials of cancer drugs 281
PPRS see Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (PPRS)
public concerns 526–527
reference, Drug Tariff and 717
special patient contribution arrangements 575
therapeutic group premiums 575–576
in US 465, 490, 520
value-based (VBP) scheme 716–717, 725
‘pricing study’ 228
Primary Care Groups (PCGs) development 719–720
fundholding 720
unified budget 720
Primary Care Trusts replacement with clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) 726
unlicensed medicines 627
see also NHS Trusts
primary endpoints 147, 192, 202, 204, 221
co-primary 147
composite 147
quality assurance (QA) 183, 184
audits 182, 184
functions 184
staff 184
in trials 184
Quality Assurance (QA) auditors, organisation pre-trial 168
Quality by Design (QbD) 32, 35–36
concept 35
implementation 35–36
regulatory dossier for products 36
‘quality by testing’ approach 35
quality control (QC) 183–184
definition 183
history, in UK 319–320
testing 35
quality management 183–186
in full development 233
manufacturing 242
quality management systems, medical devices 425
quality of life (QoL), prospective, phase III trials of cancer drugs 281
quantification, in medicine 191
quantitative data 191
discrete vs continuous 191

R
rabbits, preclinical safety testing in 43, 59
radiation, absorbed doses 126
radiolabelled drugs
doses, and studies using 126
elimination of drugs 126
radiolabelled materials, mass-balance studies 109
Raf kinase inhibitors 11
Raf kinase inhibition 10
randomisation 130, 150, 206–208
allocation of number 169
bias in 208
bias reduction 143–144, 206, 207
blocked (advantages/disadvantages) 206
crossover trial design 150
definition 206
dynamic allocation (minimisation) 207–208
ethical issues 208
multicentre studies 206–207
parallel trial design 150
play-the-winner (RPW) design 208
reasons for 206
stratified (advantages/disadvantages) 206–207
unrestricted 206
randomised clinical trials (RCTs) 519
cancer drugs 280
history 143–144
see also clinical trials(s); controlled clinical trials
randomised discontinuation design 281, 282
randomised-play-the-winner (RPW) design 208
RANK–RANKL binding 19
Rapid Alert 415
rapporteur, Marketing Authorisation Application (MAA) 382
rare diseases see orphan diseases; orphan drug(s)
ras H2 model 56
rating scales 191, 193
ordinal 191, 193
multiple 193
rats
spermatozoa, fertility testing 60
see also rodents, preclinical safety testing
R&D see research and development (R&D)
R&D companies 220
reactive chemicals, genotoxicity testing 62
reactive intermediates, hepatotoxicity 70
reasonable causal relationship, definition 241
recalls, Australia, regulations 570–571
receptor activator of nuclear factor-kB ligand (RANKL) 19
receptor occupancy 100
receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) 273, 275
activation in cancer 272–273, 273
EGFR 272, 274
rechallenge, risk after adverse events 175
recombinant DNA technology 132, 134
biosimilars 744
recommended phase II dose (RP2D) 280
recruitment (for trials) 172
after ethics committee approval 171
cancer drugs phase III studies 281
competition for patients 221, 231
difficulties, for radiolabelled drug studies 126
improved by payments 291–292
monitoring visits and 173
time required for 230
vaccine phase III studies 262
volunteers 94, 94–95, 172
see also volunteer(s) (healthy)
rectal formulation 35
‘red cell ghosts’ 40
reducing agents 41
Reference Member States (RMS) 368
reference pricing, Drug Tariff and 717
reference ranges 177
referrals to CHMP see Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP)
‘reflection papers’ 362
reformulation of products 592–593
registration
accelerated approval
cancer drugs 282–283, 505
FDA 467–468, 472, 504, 505, 530
generic drugs/formulations 121
harmonisation, technical requirements 447–460
herbal medicines 403
medical devices, EU regulation 425
new drugs 4
see also new drug(s); New Drug Application (NDA)
Prescription drugs, with TGA (Australia) 565
of trade marks 647
regression-to-the-mean 210
regulations
adverse drug reactions see Yellow Card scheme
Australia see Australia, regulation of therapeutic products
enforcement 494–496
EU see EU Regulations
increased, cost increase 222
Japan see Japan
medical devices see medical device(s)
UK, history see UK drug regulations
US see Food and Drug Administration (FDA); US
see also drug regulations; specific regulations
regulatory approval for trial 171
requirements, IMP dossier 162
regulatory authorities 222
approval needed, protocol preparation 158
benefit-risk evaluation 248
pharmacovigilance 236–237, 237, 240
reporting requirements during trials 178–179
safety governance 240
UK 336
regulatory control
concerns over surrogate endpoints 149
preclinical safety testing 44
role in pharmaceutical development 32
regulatory dossier for products, Quality by Design (QbD) 36
regulatory inspections 182
triggered 182
see also inspections
regulatory procedures 235
regulatory requirements, paediatric studies see paediatric drug development
regulatory review, due diligence report 311
regulatory strategy, in exploratory development planning 84
regulatory submissions, clinical pharmacokinetics 113, 129
relative risk (RR) 204–205
relative risk–benefit, prescriber’s decision 225
‘release for use process’ 39
remote data entry 169
renal clearance 116, 125
first-in-human trials 97
neonates 298
in renal impairment 151–152
see also clearance of drugs
renal impairment
controlled trials 151–152
mild, in healthy elderly 151–152
pharmacokinetics 125
renin, suppression 16
repeat-dose studies see under preclinical safety testing
reporting
ADRs see adverse drug reaction (ADR)
adverse events see adverse events
case report form (CRF) errors 173
during trials, requirements 178–179
final, at end of trial 231–232
see also clinical report (of trial results)
Good Clinical Practice (GCP) breaches
178–179
misuse/overdose 242
off-label drug use 242
periodic see periodic reporting
reproductive toxicology studies 58–61
aims 58–59
animal species 60
antifertility effects
females 60–61
males 60
biologicals 75–76
data evaluation/interpretation 60–61
developmental effects 58–59, 88
general reproductive effects
healthy volunteer studies in men 91–92
ICH study design (‘preferred option’) 59
juvenile toxicity studies 60
number of animals used 76–78, 77
segments (1–3) 59
study types 59
timing of studies 59–60
research company-sponsored clinical trials 634–635
see also NHS Trusts
designs 768
paediatric 438
networks 444
Pediatric Research Equity Act (2003) US 470
research and development (R&D) Australia 560
companies involved 220
costs 220, 221
decreasing productivity, in USA 522
due diligence process 306, 309
emerging markets 728–729
government cost sharing 532
high industry profits and 527
models 742
number of drugs 220
Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (PPRS) 712–713
process 47
resources 729
research ethics committees see ethics committees (ECs)
research nurses 93
resource dictionaries 699
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) vaccine 265
respiratory system, preclinical safety pharmacology core battery 52
responder(s) 192
responder rates 191–192
determination 192
response evaluation criteria in solid tumours (RECIST) 280, 281
response rate (RR), phase II cancer drug trial endpoint 280
restricted access (to drugs), risk minimisation 251
retroviral therapy 13
returning reflex, preclinical safety pharmacology studies 52
rilpivirine 13
risk 105
absolute 153, 153
categories/examples, paediatric clinical trials 299
definition 235, 367
evaluation 251–252
factors contributing 107
minimal see 'minimal risk'
mitigation strategies 251–252
relative 153, 153
risk assessment in due diligence report 312
ethical issues 292
risk–benefit 192, 235
Advisory Committee opinions 235
balance, drugs 367
in clinical trial phases 47–48, 48
decreasing risk with programme progression 48
due diligence 306, 310
ethical issues 292
in preclinical safety testing 47–49
problems in assessing 193
vaccines see vaccine(s)
see also benefit: risk ratio
risk–benefit analysis, vaccines 255
risk–benefit assessment/evaluation 248–249
context 248
hierarchy of evidence 248
methodologies 248–249
paediatric clinical trials 298–299, 299
personalised medicines 249
Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) 251, 505, 528, 529
modifications 251
New Drug Application (NDA) 512
risk management 528
Australia 555
New Drug Application (NDA) 483–484, 512
planning 250–252
European 251
minimisation of risk 250–251
New Drug Application (NDA) 512
proactive management 250
systems 414
Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA), Australia 554
risk management plan (RMP) 251, 414
aims 251–252
Risk Minimisation Action Plans (RiskMAPs) 251
Ritchie Index 201
rituximab 275
rivaroxaban 16
rivastigmine 15
rodents, preclinical safety pharmacology 43, 47
safe handling precautions 65
safety
authorised medicinal products 642
drugs see drug safety
in due diligence report 312
first-in-human trials 96–97
general safety measures 335–336
monitoring in paediatric clinical trials 301
pharmaceutical physician role 172–173
phase II trials see phase II studies
preclinical testing see preclinical safety pharmacology
risk management plan (RMP) 251
safety governance 239–240
Safety Governance Boards 239
Safety Matrix Teams (SMT) 239, 247
Safety of Drugs (CSD), Committee on 324–325
Safety Oversight Board 506
safety-related suspension, revocation or variation 415
Salmonella typhimurium, reverse mutation assay 62–63
sample size 213–214
confidence interval and 198
determination 213–214
in full development plan 227
primary endpoint determining 147
randomised trials 150
responder rate determination 192
samples, drug (promotional) see drug(s)
samples 699
sarcoma 55
saturation transfer difference, fragment-based drug discovery 11
scaling factor 73
scarification 267
Schenen Agreement 361
scientific advice assistance and, EU Procedure see EU Procedures from CHMP 400–402
final advice letter 401
HTA Bodies and Payers, joint scientific advice 402
parallel scientific advice from FDA and CHMP 402
procedure 401
report 401
team 401
written procedure 401
Scientific Advice Working Party (SAWP) 376, 400
expertise, structure and roles 376
fees 400
pre-submission meeting 400
time-frame 400
Scientific Advisory Groups (SAGs) CHMP 376–377
answers and comments 377
members 377
European Medicines Agency (EMA) 374
scientific misconduct 184–186
scientific necessity, ethical principle 299
Scotland, prescription charges 710
Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC), economic evaluation 704
screening high-throughput (HTS) 3, 9, 46–47
low-throughput in vivo 9
Scripps Research Institute 23
scurry, remedies, early trial 143
SCYX-7158 22
second generation products 592–593
secondary endpoints 147
adding, preventing 147
Secret Remedies 322
sedative actions of drugs, preclinical safety pharmacology studies 52
SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment) 20
sensitisation, testing eye 66
immunotoxicology 66–67
skin 65–66
sensitivity analyses 699
Sentinel System 512, 528
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 506
serine/threonine kinase, GSK-3 as 15
serine NS3/4A protease inhibitors 12
serious adverse events (SAEs) 511
criteria determining 240–241, 241
protocol instructions 158
SUSAR see suspected unexpected serious adverse reactions
(SUSARs)
see also adverse drug reaction (ADR), serious
serious adverse reactions see adverse drug reaction (ADR)
serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (SNRI), drugs
serotonin system, children/infants
serious adverse reactions
sildenafil (Viagra)
signal detection 246–248
serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (SNRI), drugs
serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (SNRI), drugs
signal detection 246–248
sarcopenia 246
signal transduction 151
single-dose studies 47
single use medical devices 426
similar biologics see biosimilars
similar medicinal product 372
definition 366
single-dose studies 47
single-blind trials 146, 209
single cell gel electrophoresis (SCGE) assay 64
single-dose studies 47
drug interaction studies 123
first-in-human trials see first-in-human (FIH) trials
genotoxicity testing and 62
pharmacokinetics in renal impairment 125
phase I studies 47
preclinical safety testing 50, 51, 52, 53, 62
single-use medical devices 426
siRNA (small interfering RNA) 20
silotriglipin 18
site management organisations (SMOs) 168
Sjögren’s syndrome 15
skin, irritancy of drugs/agents 65–66
sleeping sickness, drug development 22
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 368
incentives 370
small interfering RNA (siRNA) 20
small molecular weight chemical new chemical entities (SMW NCEs) 134
monoclonal antibody differences 134, 135
smallpox eradication 254–255
smallpox vaccine 254, 267, 463
social media
due diligence and 307
subjects influenced by information on 307
socioeconomic factors, risk–benefits of vaccines affected by 255–256, 257
software developers 179
solid oral dosage forms see oral solid dosage forms
solid-phase chemistry 9
solid-support, compounds binding 9
solid tumours, status, phase II trials of cancer drugs 280
solubility of amorphous materials 33
solubility of drugs 36
standard deviation 192, 196, 197, 214
standard deviation of the mean 197
Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Medicines and Poisons (SUSMP) 582
standard operational procedures (SOPs) 163–164
full development plan 233
preparation 163–164
trial-specific and general guidance 164
volunteer studies (healthy) 93, 95
Standardised Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA)Queries 242
Staphylococcus aureus, methicillin-resistant (MRSA), drug treatment 22
starting dose
biologicals, in first-in-human trials 139–140, 140, 141
recommendation 140
choice in first-in-human trials 43, 50, 90, 102, 106
patients 76
exploratory development (ED) 90
maximum safe, FDA 73
volunteer studies (healthy) 50, 73, 90
statins 110
counterfeit 603
statistical analysis/statistics 181, 189–218
ANOVA type approach 212, 212–213, 213
basic principles 193–200
calculations
arithmetic mean 194
confidence intervals 197
power 213–214
sample size 213–214
choice of 212–213
factors affecting 212
definitions
mean, median and mode 194
meta-analyses 214
number needed to treat (NNT) 205
randomisation 206
descriptive 193, 194–197
inter-quartile range 196
mean, median and mode 194–195
measures of location/central tendency 194–195
measures of variability 195–197
range between values 195–196
design issues and 200–214
bias prevention see bias
blinding see blinding
control groups see control groups
endpoint choice 204–205
exploratory/pragmatic trials 202–204
stability of drugs
excipients, role 69
parenterals 41
pH profile 33
stability testing 37
staff
animal testing 632
first-in-human studies 93–94
numbers, full development plan 231
quality assurance (QA) 184
training 170, 183
volunteer studies (healthy) 93–94
Stallinon 363
standard deviation 192, 196, 197, 214
population 197
standard error of the mean 197
Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Medicines and Poisons (SUSMP) 582
standard operational procedures (SOPs) 163–164
full development plan 233
preparation 163–164
trial-specific and general guidance 164
volunteer studies (healthy) 93, 95
Standardised Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) Queries 242
Staphylococcus aureus, methicillin-resistant (MRSA), drug treatment 22
starting dose
biologicals, in first-in-human trials 139–140, 140, 141
recommendation 140
choice in first-in-human trials 43, 50, 90, 102, 106
patients 76
exploratory development (ED) 90
maximum safe, FDA 73
volunteer studies (healthy) 50, 73, 90
statins 110
counterfeit 603
statistical analysis/statistics 181, 189–218
ANOVA type approach 212, 212–213, 213
basic principles 193–200
calculations
arithmetic mean 194
confidence intervals 197
power 213–214
sample size 213–214
choice of 212–213
factors affecting 212
definitions
mean, median and mode 194
meta-analyses 214
number needed to treat (NNT) 205
randomisation 206
descriptive 193, 194–197
inter-quartile range 196
mean, median and mode 194–195
measures of location/central tendency 194–195
measures of variability 195–197
range between values 195–196
design issues and 200–214
bias prevention see bias
blinding see blinding
control groups see control groups
endpoint choice 204–205
exploratory/pragmatic trials 202–204
stability of drugs
excipients, role 69
parenterals 41
pH profile 33
stability testing 37
staff
animal testing 632
first-in-human studies 93–94
numbers, full development plan 231
quality assurance (QA) 184
training 170, 183
volunteer studies (healthy) 93–94
Stallinon 363
standard deviation 192, 196, 197, 214
population 197
standard error of the mean 197
Standard for the Uniform Scheduling of Medicines and Poisons (SUSMP) 582
standard operational procedures (SOPs) 163–164
full development plan 233
preparation 163–164
trial-specific and general guidance 164
volunteer studies (healthy) 93, 95
Standardised Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) Queries 242
Staphylococcus aureus, methicillin-resistant (MRSA), drug treatment 22
starting dose
biologicals, in first-in-human trials 139–140, 140, 141
recommendation 140
choice in first-in-human trials 43, 50, 90, 102, 106
patients 76
exploratory development (ED) 90
maximum safe, FDA 73
volunteer studies (healthy) 50, 73, 90
statins 110
counterfeit 603
statistical analysis/statistics 181, 189–218
ANOVA type approach 212, 212–213, 213
basic principles 193–200
calculations
arithmetic mean 194
confidence intervals 197
power 213–214
sample size 213–214
choice of 212–213
factors affecting 212
definitions
mean, median and mode 194
meta-analyses 214
number needed to treat (NNT) 205
randomisation 206
descriptive 193, 194–197
inter-quartile range 196
mean, median and mode 194–195
measures of location/central tendency 194–195
measures of variability 195–197
range between values 195–196
design issues and 200–214
bias prevention see bias
blinding see blinding
control groups see control groups
endpoint choice 204–205
exploratory/pragmatic trials 202–204
Therapeutic Goods Act (1989 Australia) 554, 557, 558
Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) 554, 561
activities/roles 554–555
adoption of EU guidelines 562
adverse drug reaction (ADR) 569, 570
adverse event reporting 570
Advisory Committee on Prescription Medicines (ACPM) 566–567
applications for registration 561–562
categories 562
assessment and monitoring 554
Australian Public Assessment Report (AusPAR) 567–568
clinical evaluation 566
confidentiality of submissions 563
consumer medicine information (CMI) 569
counterfeit good and tampering 571
data exclusivity 564
data protection 563–564
amendments 564
evaluation process 565–566
time-frames 556, 562–563
fee penalties 563
gene technology, products 570
Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) inspections 565
harmonisation 569
human embryos/human embryonic stem cells (HESC) 570
marketing application decisions, appeals against 568
milestones 563
Office of Medicines Authorisation (OMA), review 567
Orphan Drug Program 564
paediatric indications 569
incentives 569
pharmacovigilance, post-marketing 569–570
post-ACPM and delegate’s decision 567
pre-submission planning phase 566
prescription medicines, registration 565
priority evaluations 564–565
product information (PI) 568–569
non-safety-related changes 568
safety-related changes 568
submission data 568–569
recalls 570–571
reform 584
registration 561–571
administrative requirements 562
applications 561–562
e-CTD 562
regulation 554
risk management 554
submission data, products 568
submission of new data 566
additional data 566
supplementary data 566
transparency 563, 570
therapeutic index 123
in exploratory development 83, 103
high, dose level 103
low, trials in renal impairment 152
therapeutic orphans 295
therapeutic protein see protein therapeutic agent
Therapeutic Substances Act (1925) 322
Therapeutic Substances Act (1937) 556
therapeutic targets 223
development plan preparation 224–226
monoclonal antibodies advantages 213
neglected tropical diseases 21
new molecular entities (NMEs) profile 83
off-target binding 9
selection/identification 3, 9
validation 3
therapeutically equivalent generic drugs 520
Therapeutics for Neglected and Rare Diseases (TRND) programme 21
theriac 319, 320
Threshold of Toxicological Concern (TTC) 71
'tagged' (generic) 71–72, 72
thrombopoietin receptor agonist 21
thymidine kinase (TK) 63
ticagrelor 16
time, drug discovery/development 4
time-dependent kinetics 108
time to maximum plasma concentration (t_max) 115, 121
tissue cross-reactive study 74
tissue engineered products 431–432
tissue microarrays (TMA)s 45
fraction (time to maximum plasma concentration) 115, 121
TMC207 21
tolerability 96
first-in-human trials 96–97
safety vs 97
tolerance
CNS drugs 108
definition 97
toll-like receptors (TLRs) 267
topical drug administration 57
carcinogenicity studies 57
preclinical safety testing 69
topical drugs, cutaneous toxicity 65
topical formulation 35
TOPS database 95
torsade de pointes (TdP) arrhythmia 51
tumour suppressor genes 272, 277
TRND programme 21
tubular reabsorption 116
Tufts Institute 227
tumorgenesis 272
tumour(s) 55
benign vs malignant 55
formation 272
preclinical safety testing 42
on-treatment biopsy 279
see also cancer
tumour necrosis factor (TNF), osteoclast formation 19

tumour necrosis factor (TNFα), monoclonals binding to 19

tumour suppressor genes 272, 277
degradation, therapeutic target 275–276
Tuskegee syphilis study 289
Twee 80
type I error (false positive) 200, 201
elevation using interim analysis 201
multiple subgroup testing impact 201
probability calculation 201
sample size effect 213, 214
type II error (false-negative) 148, 213–214
sample size effect 213
tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) 275, 276
resistance to 278
Index 833

repeat-dose study 53
safety consideration 92
standard operating procedures (SOPs) 93, 95
starting dose 50, 90
FDA guideline 73
tolerability information 96
see also exploratory development (ED); first-in-human (FIH) trials; phase I studies
vulnerable subjects 351
clinical trials 351
exclusion from trials to protection, shift 351
mental incapability 161, 290, 291
minors 352
protection 351–352, 752
see also children; minors

W
waiver
class 400, 441
clinical trial agreement 762
drug see drug(s), waiver
paediatric see Paediatric Investigation Plan (PIP)
on periodic report (PSUR format) (FDA) 245
product-specific waiver 400
Wales, prescription charges 710

warfarin
-genomic diagnostic testing 522–523

single-dose study, for drug interactions 123
‘wash-out’ period 161
water
bacteriostatic, for injection 40
drug substance interactions 36
sterile, for injection 40
water for injection (WFI) 40
WaterLOGSY, fragment-based drug discovery 11
wet granulation
advantages/disadvantages 38
oral solid dosage forms 38
whistle-blower 184
WHO-ART 242
wholesale dealers, UK licences 335
wholesale distribution, pricing and reimbursement
Australia 574–575
EU procedures 416–417
withdrawal of drugs see drug withdrawal
women of child-bearing potential (WOCBP), in clinical trials 59–60
World Health Organization (WHO) 238
ADR Monitoring Centre 334
Adverse Reaction Terminology (WHO-ART) 242
counterfeit medicines 599
epidemiology and disease burden 733
GCP guidelines see Good Clinical Practice (GCP)
pharmacovigilance 239, 239

World Medical Association (WMA) 155, 751
Declaration of Helsinki review 156
see also Declaration of Helsinki

X
X-Omics technologies 43, 44–46
X-ray crystallography, fragment-based drug discovery 11

xanomeline 15
XPA mice 56

Y
Yellow Card scheme 330–335, 333, 721, 767
doctor reports 331, 332
efficiency review, Working Party 332
extension, report submission 333
failure of, example 331
information currently required 333
number of reports 333, 334
pilot scheme 330
rates of reporting 330
report number 330
successes 334
see also adverse drug reaction (ADR)
‘Yellow Perils’ 330

Z
Zaprinast 3
zidovudine (AZT) 223